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Summary:
This manual has been authored as a working document. It is not a racing rules document as that comes
later.
Its need was noted by an enthusiast that wanted to get on board but said in affect: Driving these high
performance race cars could be like trying to land a 747 as one’s fist flight without a driver’s manual and
some practice. That made a lot of sense to me as these cars are part dragster, part go-cart, and part
airplane. Race tracks 4 FSX and not driving around in the airport parking lot is their purpose.
This manual’s objective is to acclimate enthusiasts with AutoSportsSimulations.com’s FSX compatible
race cars in order for you to get a gratifying experience in using its racing circuits and tracks like Le Mans
4 FSX.
Like in the case of flight where one must master the aircraft for effective piloting; here one must master
these cars in order to effectively master the race tracks that they are intended for.
Overview:
When getting into the cockpit in a Le Mans 4 FSX or Indy 4 FSX car, when on their tracks and circuits, it’s
very tempting to simply open up. Believe me I love doing this!
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But due to the absence of G forces, suddenly you don't realize how actually fast you are going. Although
these cars are very forgiving, in being in the FSX world, still you can easily leave the track, and even end
up flying in the air when hitting some bump at over 200 miles per hour just like the real ones –

So, the very first lesson before proceeding into this manual is actually:

"How to drive your race cars slowly"
Here is why to start out driving slowly!
Although the cars are engineered well, and you probably have a lot of experience driving cars, for
starters:
1- You are not feeling G forces, and can have a tendency to over drive these cars.
2- Some cars even hit up to 280+ miles per hour before you know it!
3- Driving slow is also an opportune time to account for our controller settings while learning the
nuances of the race circuits in slow-mo.
Further, what you use is throttle, and brake; and then for steering, the rudder. So it’s a good time to test
your controller settings to know if you have enough "Null Zone" for example for your rudder if using a
Joy Stick.
It’s also a good time to learn the individual car where getting to know how tight it can turn; and how this
might vary at different speeds.
Your Joy Stick Rudder axis also plays a role here as it is your means of steering these cars. Please, don’t
try to steer with your rudder pedals. It’s not an airplane!
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Some initial driving examples when learning to drive your race cars slowly:
When learning to move your car around, can you drive the Le Mans Bugatti Circuit without brakes? Do
you know how fast you can go or slow you have to; or how long it takes your vehicle to slow down from
a particular speed without brakes in order to make a turn? Now try the Circuit De la Sarthe too without
brakes! When learning your vehicle at a step at a time, eventually your instincts will become tuned to it.
When you can drive the circuits slow enough to not use the brakes, just like with a real race car, you and
your car start becoming an integrated experience. You start understanding it through intuition,
experience and controller tuning with respect to the race tracks.
Well how patient are you. Can you make it through one lap without flooring it, or how about just
remaining in the same lane when crosswinds are enabled? How about, instead for now, just take a
leisurely scenic drive in Le Mans 4 FSX to get to know your car as you explore its virtual world, and get to
learn more about the circuits.
Actually, I find it very tempting to just open up when the Mulsanne Straight is there just waiting for me.
Even without G forces, the sense of acceleration and speed is exhilarating at Le Mans 4 FSX.
But what happens when you haven't developed a feeling as to when to slow down like when entering
the Le Mans 4 FSX chicanes? You could end up blowing right past one, which would disqualify your lap
in multi-player. Consider, the best lap times are when you don’t have accidents or delays due to sliding,
and spin-outs, etc!
Also the higher speed, the less response time you have when if over correcting for a given .3 seconds
that you take to notice the speedometer. And about Multi-player racing, to qualify, and to get into the
right starting position, and race fellow simmers in a rational way in the world of FSX does requires
learning to manage your car in all cases. It is essential for getting the most from it in racing great circuits
like Le Mans 4 FSX and Indy 4 FSX.
In terms of your instincts, auto sports simulation in FSX is actually very different than a PC racing game. I
FSX, there are no drones with prescribed behavior; and in multi-player there is no reset.
So we actually need to cover a lot in scope when considering what we can really get in quality, out of
auto sports simulation in FSX and Steam FSX. Otherwise, it’s like what that enthusiast said: it is like
trying to land a 747 on a small run way as your very first flight; and without any practice!
So if you really want the gratification of hot race cars in FSX it’s got to be on a good race track. Testing
cars on runways is okay, but actually is too ideal in that they are flat and straight which can get boring as
time passes. Race tracks are not like this, and in multi-player, unlike in being in aircraft, you are sharing
the same challenging racing circuit with perhaps many other online racing simmers.
Just like in flight simulation, FSX can support auto sports simulation too! But FSX also has its own
limitations and constraints which are also part of the learning that is implicit for having a great time as
an auto sports racing simmer Copyright O.K. Daley dba AutoSportsSimulations.com 3/2017
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II-Controller and Realism Settings:
Controller Settings:
Before actually attempting to drive AutoSportsSimulations.com race cars, on its racing circuits, or even a
runway, your FSX controller settings are very important to attend to first!
Unlike PC car racing games, FSX cars normally depend on the "FSX Rudder" for steering; and the FSX
elevator and Ailerons are not used.
The only controller that has been tested is the Joystick where the Rudder, Brake and Throttle are about
the only controller points involved. That is, except when assigning also "War Powers Boost" to an
optional controller button.

For aircraft, in the diagram above, the "Z" Axis is normally assigned to the rudder, for steering which
only rotates 180 degrees or so from full left to tight.
The X axis depicted above would be assigned to aircrafts ailerons normally for banking, and the Y to the
Elevator for ascending and descending of an aircraft. For consistency with the above it’s good to check
to see at this point if your XY&Z are set like this in your actual joystick driver. What is important is that
whatever axis that you have assigned for the rudder, is assigned like Z above.
Also, in some cases, we might find that the X-Y & Z axis or not all of them have been assigned. This could
be the case when installing a new joystick, or its driver.
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In the diagram below, let us assume that we have been flying our aircraft, and have been using a
joystick; and that the all three axis (X-Y and Z) have been assigned like above. Consequently they would
be expected to be listed in the FSX Controller settings such as below.

For AutoSportsSimulations.com’s cars, notice how both Ailerons and Elevator axis’s are 100% null’ ed
out – This is not what you want for your aircraft, but what is needed when driving race cars in FSX. Your
rudder is in effect the steering wheel. If you have Ailerons and Elevator axis basically enabled instead or
also, your race car could lose road stability.
Notice the Rudder has a “Null Zone Set” at about 35%. This setting is what I use with a Logitech. What
you want in your Null Zone setting is latitude in movement when at higher speeds so you do not
inadvertently fish tail due to minor movements of the Joy stick. Also you do not want to over steer at
high speeds either.
The best way to understand this Rudder Null Zone is to see how slow or how fast the response is for the
speeds in question. This is something that you will have to work with by first starting slow and see the
response time the vehicle has in responding to you rotating the Joy Stick as a Rudder. Btw, Steering
wheels have not been tested yet, but remember in terms of FSX, at least for now, steering wheels
normally work ailerons, and not rudders –
Copyright O.K. Daley dba AutoSportsSimulations.com 3/2017
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I-Realism Settings:

Note: for Fuel – Version 1.2 cars
and up have fuel tanks enabled.
With a full tank, you can do
about eight laps in Le Mans 4
FSX before needing to Pitt.
How long you take to Pitt, will
add to your realism when
endurance racing -

Extreme Realism sounds very cool but quite impractical and not really needed in auto sports simulation
racing in FSX.
Notice how “Ignore Crashes and Damage” is enabled for racing cars. When in flight training, say with
your Boeing 747, or F16 fighter, more than likely you would want this enabled. But I would caution that
at an FSX airport, you might detect a crash with an object that you don’t even seem to be near.
Every object in FSX has invisible “Crash Boxes” present. Their dimensions and orientation with respect to
their objects are not the same. For example, a Light Pole that is across a street could have a crash box
that extends to the other side of a street.
So for driving in AutoSportsSimulations.com’s Le Mans 4 FSX, Indy for FSX, “Ignore Crashes and Damage”
is enabled as otherwise it would be more like a mine field than a race course.
In FSX land, one can also harden objects. They normally are not made that way. As an example, have you
tried to land on an aircraft carrier just to end up going right through the landing deck since it was not
hardened?
The racing circuits and cars could be hardened the way a flight deck or bridge should be in FSX, but are
not. Yes, special effects for your accidents could be more terrific too, if everything was hardened, such
as in hitting a guard rail as opposed to going right through it; or hitting another car. But emphasis in
design and build has been for developing auto sports simulation skill levels in not hitting guard rails and
cars. There is also no automatic reset when ignore crash detection is enabled and when hitting a guard
rail and in racing. Instead, a good deal of the time you can actually end up going through the guard rails
and other FSX objects; and for cars, as long as you can get back to the track you are back in the race.
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III- FAQ on Expectations, Limitations and Constraints
Here we cover “Why”, “How To’s” and “What If”. That’s why this is a working document, as what if’s in
particular, are still a learning process as auto sports simulation in FSX is rather new. But there are quite
a few what if’s that we can get started here:
1-Can I use my Pedals, Steering Wheel or Yoke?
It will be great in the future when you can use steering wheels and pedals. Currently, joy sticks with a
brake, boost, and throttle buttons have been the only type of controller tested. Steering wheels and
yokes have not yet been. If a particular steering wheel, or yoke works in managing the FSX rudder, still
the brake, throttle, and boost have to be accounted for.
In the near future, controller companies can provide an additional controller driver for enabling steering
wheels and yokes to effectively work rudders; and brake and throttle for their pedals. It’s a matter of
them seeing the up and coming market need.
2-Why are the cars not animated?
Animated vehicles for AutoSportssimulation.com are expected as of Version 2.0. Race car emphasis has
been first on the underpinnings of the actual engineering for accomplishing lap times, where pretty
much matching the performance characteristics of the real thing.
And just like in the case of actual racing cars, tweaks also further come out periodically for already
published freeware cars. So it’s also important, that for those who like to collect these freeware
vehicles, there are new versions too! For example: the Porsche 917 series now has a very cool digital
dash and other cars are getting theirs too; that is besides suspension adjustments.
The top lap records at Le Mans are about 3 mins and a few seconds. Le Mans 4 FSX Class One Cars meet
this requirement in FSX simulation.
What’s nice about the current releases of Freeware Cars, where more are actually in queue, is that,
except for G forces, they in fact do perform well and are very exciting to drive.
3-I don’t have a 2D Console:
2D consoles are not provided. But 2D gauges are. Proper driving perspective has to be as close or real as
possible for the actual model car that you are operating. This is from the viewpoint of the VC. The 2D
gauges are intended to work in the VC. Hitting Shift 2 will enable the 2D gauges.
It is important to also enable these gauges when in the VC. FSX gauges are built in XML (extended Markup Language) where some are not visible. The invisible ones do things in catching events, and
performing some action. For the V1.1 – V 1.2 cars there are invisible ones that help stability at high
speeds, as well as enabling brake sounds, and for providing other features.
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4-Where are the gauges and instruments in the VC ?
It is estimated that in Version 2.1 vehicles, full VC instruments will be implemented in
AutoSportsSimualtions.com cars. For prior versions, “Shift 2” should bring up 2D instruments where the
latest are digital. Note: it is important to enable the instruments, as there are gauges that are then
enabled for road stabilization and in some cases speed braking for the higher end cars.
5-How do I disable the VC Momentum?
In FSX, VC Momentum is normally enabled for giving the impression of G-forces as a virtual motion,
from inside the aircraft under certain conditions. Normally, when banking our aircraft, the VC dash
could appear to move left or right, and upon ascending or under power it will move forward; and upon
slowing down it might appear to come close to you. In effect VC momentum is intending to imply where
you, the pilot is with respect to the VC under these conditions.
When installing an AutoSportsSimulations.com race car that is prior to Version 2.1, one should disable
VC Momentum in order to not have your gauges float due to virtual motion. In order to prevent the
momentum effect, it must be disabled. This is actually quite easy to do as described below.
Please note this entry in the /%USER%/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/FSX/Camera.cfg file as below:
[CameraDefinition.002]
Title = Virtual Cockpit
Guid = {C95EAB58-9E4A-4E2A-A34C-D8D9D948F078}
Description = This is the description of the virtual cockpit view.
Origin = Virtual Cockpit
MomentumEffect = No // <<- change from Yes to No !

6-How do I to start my car?
When the 2D instruments and gauges are enabled, you should see “Starter”. Just click it. But before you
do, make sure that your parking brake is on, and throttle turned off; as these cars will otherwise thrust
forward. They will idle down with the parking brake on to about 1400 rpm. But left unchecked, they
could also idle up to 20-35 mph with no throttle. Consider it this way: race cars stall out when idling too
low. These sim-cars have to be managed in a similar manner to a race car that idles high.
7-What If I forget to slow down?
For example, suppose you forget to slow down, then what happens? As your “object” being a car is not
hardened, and everything around you is not hardened, being that we are in FSX simulation, you will
continue on the vector in question until you slow down.
8-Where are the brakes?
So far the only controllers tested have been Joysticks – in particular, Saitek X52 and The Logitech 2.4. It
is ideal to have the trigger button assigned to your brakes. In Settings/Controls for the Saitek and
Logitech, “Button 01” is what I have assigned to the brakes.
Copyright O.K. Daley dba AutoSportsSimulations.com 3/2017
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Brakes in Version1.2 cars come in two categories: wheel and speed brakes. Speed brakes are included
for V1.2 cars which can exceed 220 mph in simulation. When applying brakes through the trigger
button, when speed braking is included, it is activated between 90 to 300 mph.
9-Do I get a clutch and am I able to shift gears?
There is no clutch or ability to shift gears so far in FSX. So in a way, you could assume that you have an
automatic transmission.
Btw: Chaparral Cars was a pioneering American automobile racing team and race car developer that
engineered, built, and raced cars from 1963 through 1970. They used automatic transmissions.

http://www.chaparralcars.com/
But opposed to a linear motor sound like in aircraft engines, the sound files imply that gears are shifting.
When ceasing to accelerate, and then backing off the throttle completely, AutoSportsSimulations.com’s
cars do slow down but not like in the case of shifting down.
To achieve the equivalent of shifting down a gentle tapping of the brakes with the throttle off is all that
is needed to reduce speed.
For AutoSportsSimulation.com’s cars, the FSX Prop-Engine, which is linear at best, is reinterpreted to
provide the acceleration and speed characteristics of the different car models.
In the Breaking Section later in this document, noted is about obtaining the affect of more centrifugal
force in a curve by the use in combination of throttle and braking intermittently in a similar manner as
winding up through a manual transmission.
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10-What about if I crash with other cars?
Consider that in game engine design, scenarios are put into tables or an array of possible actions with
respect to a specific event such as entering a curve on the track.
One event is selected randomly from a list of possible events that could be selected by a specific event
handler that occurs when entering that curve. This is not simulation but is programmatically scripted.
As an example in some PC racing games when you are behind a group of robo-cars or drones, one could
slide out on the upcoming curve; or another could also cut you off in the curve; or both actions occur
depending on the expert level set. Eventually after a few laps you might find some redundancy in
what’s happening.
This stuff basically does not apply in the virtual world. In FSX simulation, if you hit another car, currently
you will merge with it, like any scenery, unless crash detection is enabled. Please don't enable crash
detection – (see Section I on Controller and Realism Settings)
If you spin out in FSX or if another simmer spins out in front of you it is as real in the simulation as if
reality with respect to the event. They are both not scripted. Remember, its first simulation here, before
you can make it into a racing game.
The Racing Rule Book will address this in more detail as guidance in track etiquette.
11-Can I reset the game after a crash?
In gaming, normally you can reset the game, or rejoin where you crash. In real racing, this does not
happen unless your car survives the crash, but you could reset your FSX simulation if in single user.
In FSX land, if you end up going off a mountain side in multiplayer, well you should forfeit the race; as
you cannot reset an organized multi-user simulation if it is to have substance, i.e - a 24 hour Le Mans, or
a 3 1/2 hour Indy 12-Why does my car start flying uncontrollably when I start the engine?
In some cases of pre V1.2 vehicles, if disabling “unlimited Fuel”, the vehicles get confused where they
could start flying uncontrollably in the air when starting the engine. For this reason, for pre- v1.2
vehicles please do not disable “unlimited fuel”
Pre- v1.2 cars represent a history of prototypes where fuel was not accounted for in these versions.
But in mastering the tracks, also included are Pitt times for your consideration. Having to stop and refill
your fuel tanks, assumes a period of time that you should account for.
For later V1.2 versions, fuel tanks for the specific car have been added where their digital fuel gauge
represents in some cases twin tanks. The purpose of this addition is to add one more step towards
realism, where if you don’t monitor your fuel, and don’t stop to Pitt, after about 8-9 laps on the outer
circuit at Le Mans 4 FSX, your engine will be out of fuel.
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13-Where are the Mission Objects, Arrows, Game Signs and Road Overlay?
In most PC auto racing games, generally there is an option to overly a race course circuit with a green
line, and sometimes a red one in a curve which indicates the recommended path to follow.
Mission objects, green and red ground overlays, and game signs which do not exist at Le Mans were not
added in Le Mans 4 FSX.
Mission objects like arrows, etc can be added to your own version of course, and more than likely will
come about as a freeware add-on.
But until such freeware add-ons do come about, in a more realistic way, mastering Le Mans 4 FSX and its
cars offers its challenge toward more realism where it’s more of a matter of developing your instincts
and skills.
To put this in to perspective, consider the simple question: What was the sense of achievement that you
felt the first time you made a good landing in FSX?
After it was mastered, for me, landing no longer was ‘that’ major hurdle.
In fact, although I do use Auto-Pilot on cross Intercontinental Atlantic and Pacific flights, most of the
time I found the GPS would not refresh fast enough for me to track my path and alignment toward the
targeted runway for landing. The GPS would simply go dark while the runway was coming up!
In many cases in FSX land, ILS will also put you elsewhere just when you are about to disable Auto-Pilot.
After a while, I became use to this, and would turn these off, where feeling far more comfortable
actually flying by wire for even my heavy aircraft.
After a while, I would even disable engines on my FSX aircraft, while learning how well Boeing 707’s,
747’s , B1’s, supersonic jets, fighter aircraft, vintage war aircraft, bi-plains and cubs could glide, while
looking for some area to land while flying by wire.
I’m not a pilot. I don’t know how realistic the FSX aircraft actually are, and I especially avoid aircraft
failures because I am not training to be a pilot. But that does not prevent me for developing my instincts
and skills to get more out of and enjoy the world of simulation in FSX.
Race car drivers, can get a lot out of Le Mans 4 FSX, the way pilots can also have their challenges in FSX.
But for the rest of us, it and its cars afford the opportunity to develop our instincts and skills to get more
out of the virtual world of simulation that can be made for FSX.
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IV-Driving Examples
In the front end of this manual, talked about is learning to drive slowly. Well that is for your race cars.
The idea was to get to know them with respect to instincts.
Race car driving, we should assume requires 100% focus. Actually this applies for driving any vehicle.
Our physiological response time is about 300 milliseconds or .3 seconds.
In driving, to recognize an event requires .3 seconds, and to respond to it, at a minimum, another .3
seconds. Okay, so the best case response time when driving is .6 seconds if you could respond like
grease lighting.
How many feet in distance have we traveled at 240 MPH in .6 seconds? It’s about 300 feet. So before
you can apply brakes to slow down or even turn off the turbo boast, or even let off the throttle, or a
combination of all three, if you are the flash, best case is that its 300 feet later than when you should
have responded to the event If you needed to.
1- Typical Events:
There are many types of driving events that require driver cognition. Attempted here is to start with
some of the most general events and then to work towards granularity. For example, there are many
types of curves where each could be managed differently.
When racing at Le Mans 4 FSX, although it won’t be like Steve McQueen having an accident in the rain
while being blinded by smoke, still, most of the accidents at Le Mans occur in a very similar way.
Accidents at Le Mans are primarily due to a faster car over taking slower cars; secondly accidents are
due to bunching up, and then spin outs seem to come in last. For the Indianapolis Speedway, typically
spin outs cause pile ups which one can end up in .6 seconds ahead of one’s position.
The Le Mans 24 hour is an endurance race before it’s a lap time race. Indy is a lap time race. But like in
Le Mans, if you don’t finish at Indy, your lap time becomes irrelevant. In both cases, in order to see if we
can make it through the race in Le Mans 4 FSX, or in Indy 4 FSX, we have to be able to first stay on the
track with minimized accidents.
Cause and effect for accidents are addressed here where there is some overlap in terms of events that
could lead up to them.
Let’s consider a Le Mans example for a moment where a faster car is overtaking another. The entrance
on the Mulsanne Straight, after the Esses that is near the cafe in Virage du Tertre Rouge, are where cars
can open up until approaching the first chicane some 4500 feet later.
If a car was at a constant 240 mph from the point of the café to the chicane, they have about 12
second’s travel time. This is more like 17 seconds as a – one is not entering the straight at 240 mph, and
must also slow down before nearing the first chicane.
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Let’s add into our example another car that is going only 200 mph down the straight to that chicane at
the same time.
From point to point, for every 4500 feet at 240 mph traveling at 352 feet per second for 12 seconds, one
travels at 200 mph for the same 12 seconds, 3800 feet, or 700 feet shorter in distance.
Now consider our response time for the slower car: at 200 mph, at 293.33 feet per second; or is at “.6”
seconds for every 175 feet. The best case scenario is about 3.9 seconds for a 700 foot response distance.
Could you be faster in response? That’s up to each driver.
But like in the case of tail gating which race cars are known to do, a driver in the lead with a faster
response time, than others, could cause a pile up of cars that had been tail gating their car.
If being alert and well trained, the slower driver at 200 MPH could respond to a faster driver in front of
them, if the faster one was to slow abruptly or spin out in front of the slower vehicle, within 4 seconds
out of the 12 second window.
In effect the slower driver for every 8 seconds of driving has a potential accident occurring in front of
them in the next 4 seconds by a faster car. And in the meantime there could be a number of cars that
are tail gating and could slam into the lead slower car or one that did spin out.
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In the non-constant speed case of the 17 seconds, cars enter at the straight by the café, in a single lane
at similar speeds such as 120 to 150 mph.

Entering the Mulsanne Straight at 149 mph To pass a slower car at that point, the faster one must accelerate over to the left lane, where that area
of the straight is not straight, but angled and varies in altitudes.
To slow down when nearing the first chicane, the faster one must slow down faster than the slower
which is also slowing down. This is where our 12 second constant speed window here could therefore be
extended to 17 seconds for having to speed up and slow down.

-

Entering first chicane at 150 MPH -
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The time window for passing a slower car and then pulling into its lane, (at 17 minus 4 seconds) is 13
seconds. This is while making sure one can even stay on the track, and can safely enter the chicane as
either car.
Also consider that the faster one is going to have to slow down directly in front of the slower car, but
also slowing down faster than the slower car does, so the slower might not be slowing at that point.
The slower car in many cases will approach the faster car under these conditions where by reducing the
4 second response time window radically which could even approach our .6 second minimum window.
2-About Driver’s Attention:
Due to our limited response time to events, what we think as minor distractions are the most important
one’s to avoid first. For racing in FSX, there are at least four distractions that I have had that can cause
you to really mess up. They are:
1234-

Looking in the rear view mirror
Being overly aware of others approaching you.
Glancing at your instruments
Day dreaming

2.1-Looking in the Rear View Mirror:
Minimum time to look into the rear view is about a second unless using your peripheral vision which
then is about ½ a second. At 240 MPH we can travel 600 feet just to glance into the rear view. So what
could happen in 600 feet with nothing ahead of you?
Driving, or racing etiquette intends that one should stay in the right lane unless over taking regardless if
designated or imaginary such as on a track. This of course we all know as responsible drivers too!
But as Le Mans is crowded with Class 1-3 cars of up to over 50 at the start of a rce, its assumed that the
left lane could be heavily occupied by the LMP1’s, or Le Mans Prototype Class 1 cars.
In FSX, normally one would look in the rear view when in the right lane to see if another racing simmer is
about to overtake you.
But this activity is not necessary, unless you are also about to overtake a simmer that’s ahead of you in
the right lane or you are about to slow down; or slam your brakes or need to pull into the left lane for
entering a left turn such as the second chicane on the Mulanne straight.
If in the left lane and overtaking a vehicle in the right lane, there could be a car directly in back of you
that is also in the left lane.
What’s most important here is the car on the right that could drift or pull into the left lane while you are
parallel to it. The one in back of you comes into importance only if you are about to slow down before
pulling back into the right lane like in the case of the first chicane.
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If there is a curve that bends right, while in traffic, a vehicle in the left lane is the odd one out and as
noted, it could cause an accident by overtaking and then spinning out in front of the car that was in the
right lane. The faster one could also cut the car off that is in the right lane; or cause a pile up in the left
lane, if trying to slow down to merge into the right, while having other aggressive drivers behind
him/her.
If the slower vehicles need to pull into the left lane in order to enter the second chicane, it instead then
becomes the odd one out where the one’s in the left lane are slowing down faster in front of the slower
one in the right lane, before the slower one can enter the left lane.
Consequently, the slower vehicle must glance into the rear view mirror in order to see just how many
other cars are in the left lane before it can enter the left chicane.
Another example of this is at the end of the Mulsanne Straight where Circuit de la Sarthe switch’s over
to the D140 backend; and then when arriving at the corner in Arnage.
Consider, if the slower is a GT, it could easily have a line-up of LMP1’s that are almost bumper to
bumper slowing down in the left lane 2.2-Being overly aware of others approaching you:
In our GT case like the Lotus 2-11 below, at 180 to 200 mph, it is safe to assume that when in the right
lane, one should assume LMP1’s are going to be in the left lane within seconds of not seeing them there.

Until needing to be aware of what is in the left lane, it’s basically unimportant and distracting to be
concerned about it.
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Additionally, If a car is in the left lane and remaining near you, you should consider the possibly that it
might be a risky driver at the wheel. In letting them have the right of way, a- you can easily follow until
the final lap, where b- the risky driver might not last the race.
In both cases of faster LMP1’s, and risky drivers in slower class cars that are in the left lane, it’s good to
keep in mind endurance first, and lap times coming in second for priorities.
But once you do merge into the left lane in order to enter, for example, the 2nd chicane on the Mulsanne
Straight as depicted above, it’s basically single file through it. So no matter how slow you might be going
into it, all vehicles that are behind you will have to slow to your speed.
On the other hand if you are in the lead, such as in exiting a chicane and in a slower car class car, it
should be paramount to get back to the right lane when there is at least space for two lanes; or you
could end up having faster cars trying to pass on your right, which could be many, while others
remaining in back of you in the left might over estimate your acceleration speed and then run through
you -

Lotus 2-11 Accelerating out of the Chicane
2.3-Glancing at Your Instruments
Although our dash instruments are important, the question is – “what do we actually achieve in looking
at our instruments?” Personally I happen to like them !
But consider, is it necessary to look at them when your instincts have become fine tuned with the car?
One of the important observations is Fuel Level. The Le Mans 4 FSX cars usually can go about 8-10 laps
on Circuit de La Sarthe at high speeds with full fuel tanks. You will need to Pitt beforehand, or
eventually, you will run out of fuel.
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2.4-Day Dreaming
What exactly is day dreaming; and especially with a best case response time of .6 seconds and perhaps
hitting near or over 200 MPH while day dreaming?
It is best to define day dreaming here as any thought that is unrelated to what you are doing in a car on
the race tracks.
Day dreaming is easy to do – It could add up to nothing more than saying to yourself, “I’m glad I was
able to get ahead of that other car” which takes at least two seconds to read here; and if thinking this
while driving, you could cover upwards of 700 feet until you get your focus back on what it should be on.
There is also more than a lot to day dream or be distracted about at Le Mans 4 FSX. This is why I like to
day dream.
Its scenery is very detailed and photo surreal. It is not strictly limited to the track view like in a PC racing
game that repeats its scenery off in the distance. But instead Le Mans 4 FSX is a true virtual world that is
able to be accomplished in FSX simulation.
From the Reviews:
“The Le Mans scenery is FANTASTIC. No scenery you ever bought will be as this one is in detail but also
frame rate friendly. You also won’t see all there is to see in one day.or a week. And it is lit up at night.”

Being that there is a whole virtual world to discover in Le Mans 4 FSX, you can do that over time, and
even with a Le Mans Guide Book, where Le Mans 4 FSX is very close in detail and accuracy to what
would be described.
But in addition to great scenery for FSX, it also provides a very functional rendering of the Le Mans
racing circuits. So when on the track, focus must at all times be the track!
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3-Drivers Perspective:
Correct handling of these vehicles is considered to be best from the standpoint of the virtual console
where distance from the wheel, and how it is centered on your screen and correct height is provided to
offer a viable perspective of your driving view for distance observed with respect to speed.

It also might appear that one can see farther down the road, and therefore be afforded more latitude to
anticipate speed and heading adjustments on the tracks if driving from above the car.

Observing speed is a matter of perception which is subject to the angle of observation.
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The more acute an angle to where it is near zero degrees in observation of objects that you are
approaching, like road stripes, trees and houses, as reference points and visual cues, your speed in
approaching them appears constant.
If things are observed from above the car, they will seem to come faster at you the closer they get.
Sitting on the roof of a car is more of an obtuse angle for perception where the visual cues will appear to
speed up as you approach them.
If unfamiliar with a racing circuit, it also might make one feel more comfortable to look down the road
further. But this is one of reasons for suggesting to first to learn to drive your race cars slowly.
In fact, many actual race car drivers even walk the entire track before racing on it to slowly learn more
about it.
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4-Driving on Straights
There are many scenarios where driving on straights that could last between 5 to 20 seconds when at
high speeds. In the picture below, is the initial straight by the main grandstands in Le Mans 4 FSX or
what the French call Tribunes.

This Le Mans 4 FSX car is one of its LMP1 Hybrids. In 4.5 seconds, it can hit about 220 from zero mph
before it, if in multiplayer needs to merge with others in order to approach the Dunlop tire at the top of
the hill that is not in view here.
Uninterrupted this vehicle easily stays in a straight line, and can accept minor corrections in heading
without fish tailing. Fish tailing can become amplified at a constant speed or under acceleration.
The threshold for over correction decreases as speed increases. Hence, at a minimum in procedure, to
correct an amplifying fist tale back off the throttle beforehand. In worst case, use your brakes too!
5- Brake Usage and Stopping Distance:
Le Mans 4 FSX Class One Cars like the LMP1 Hybrid below include two braking systems. There is the
basic toe and differential one which applies to all four wheels.
As AutoSportsSimulations.com cars are descendents from aircraft, like the actual LMP’s, the second
brake system is in the use of FSX’s speed brake, or perhaps better known as airbrakes or spoiler.
The Speed brake had been under consideration, and then implemented when demonstrated
independently in a video by an individual known in the FSX world as NapaMule, who deploys his speed
brake manually.
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For the Class One cars, the Speed Brake is activated automatically when full brakes are applied between
the speeds of 90 to 300 mph.
This enables the high end cars to break from higher speeds faster to a maximum speed acceptable,
including a full stop when needed.

Notice the Red Speed Brake indicator is lit

GT’s and other cars do not have the Speed brake. But in all cases, a driver cannot generalize but must
learn the characteristics of the specific car in terms of speed and needed braking distance.
That is why in learning about AutoSportsSimulations.com cars, it is best to learn about them gradually
where starting with “how to drive one’s race car’s slowly “; and then evolve one’s skills from there
forward.
In looking forward, brakes can be used for other things than just needing to slow down. This is looked at
closer with respect to sliding and accelerating through curves.
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6- Curves in General:
Le Mans is a very good example of race course curves. Its administration has even created some of its
curves in order to slow vehicles down based on experiencing serious accidents such as in June, 1955.
Back then a major crash caused large fragments of debris to fly into the spectators near the start/finish
line.

Le Mans also has a few serious curves in the Circuit de la Sarthe, and in the internal areas of the tracks
including the Le Mans-Bugatti circuit; that is, in addition to the ones which have been added since 1955.
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7-Regarding the Proper Line through Curves:
Basically each curve at Le Mans is very different but there are some general principles about driving its
curves worth noting here. The most general perspective is to straighten a curve, where in order to do
this, although different for each curve, one should follow the curve by using its inner line for that curve.
Notice in the depiction on the left, how
regardless of car class, there is no attempt for
one car to over take another while in these
Esses –
Passing in this type of curve generally can cause
accidents.
In the Porsche Curves below which are similar
to the depiction on the right, the inner line
seems to switch radically between the left and
right side as the curve bends from left to right
at speeds between 140-120 mph.
Passing in the Porsche Curves has created some
accidents from faster LMP1’s which have a
greater down draft affect and the drivers
believe they can make tactical moves while in
these curves against slower cars.
Statistically, the risk has not been worth the
reward, as these tactical maneuvers generally
fail and take out many cars and drivers at a time.
This depiction is when actually
coming out of the Porsche Curves,
but with a slower car, a mid engine
Vette, which is going about
120mph here.
It is very tempting for an LMP1
that can handle this same curve at
150 mph to pass this Vette here.
A lot of times this passing could
work, but lots of times it does not.
Overall it is better to follow the standard pattern for the proper line through the curves like other
drivers through the Esses, as your best and safest chance to pass slower cars is on straights.
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Depicted below in Photo A, our mid-engine Corvette is still following the right line as the turn continues
to the right. If the LMP1 was able to successfully pass on the left, in the photo before, the question is:
can it get into the position in front of this Vette in order to then bank left in the next turn.
If the LMP1 was able to
make it through, then
consider that if another
LMP1 was following
behind it, now it too must
also make it past this
Vette.

Photo A

The Vett is traveling at 176
feet per second here.
LMP1’s at 150 mph, are
traveling at 220 feet per
second. Ahead we have
about 200 feet before
needing to start taking the
left turn as depicted in
Photo B.

Photo B

The First LMP1 is
effectively 50 to 60 feet
ahead of the Vette at this
point. The Second LMP1
is perhaps just ahead a
little bit on the left.
If the LMP1’s where
passing as described,
they would be entering
this left curve very
tightly.
In the meantime, in straightening the curve, the Vette is preparing to follow the curve on the left at the
same time it is migrating over to the left from the earlier right curve. Here the second LMP1 could end
up trading paint with the Vette. This is while the first LMP1 if not able to make such a tight turn from
being already in the left when approaching it. The first LMP1 could easily spin out in front of the Vette
which has a best case response time of about 200 feet distance traveled while the LMP1’s are at 220
feet per second.
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8-Approaching Curves:
To straighten curves, or otherwise handle them and if even to exploit them in racing, we first should
consider how to approach them.
Noted at Le Mans, every turn and curve is different, and so it is the case in Le Mans 4 FSX. Btw: Le Mans
is also a moderate example of curves, where there are far more challenging racing circuits that
AutoSportsSimulations.com will be rendering for FSX up coming.
In general, as good drivers, we know that we need to slow down when approaching any curve while
once in the curve, depending upon its conditions, just before its mid-point, to exploit the curve, we can
start accelerating to take advantage of centrifugal force in pulling us through the following part of the
curve.
In Esses, due to rapid direction change, this mid-point exploitation in a curve most of the time does not
apply. That is unless you do have a Chaparral which included back then, internal fans to hold it down on
the road in turns.
LMP1’s and other race cars normally rely on down draft in order to stick to the road. Down draft is
proportional to speed. In other words, the slower the speed, the less down draft. LMP1 cars at Le Mans
are able to exploit downdrafts in curves somewhat.
AutoSportsSimulations.com’s cars, being made for the world of FSX, can take advantage of Speed
braking in some cases, but exploiting downdrafts at this point is still to be engineered.
9-Intermittent Throttle-Braking in Curves:
What can be exploited here is intermittent throttle-braking. This is where to brake momentarily with a
light tap of the brake while under throttle. Not done properly, you will spin out. Done properly, throttlebraking can enable you to stick closer to the inside of the curve in some circumstances like over
throttling or when over-driving.
Most of the Le Mans
Bugatti circuit’s curves
cannot be straightened.
Consider entering the Le
Mans-Bugatti circuit as
depicted on the right.
Here you are forced to
come in tightly on the
right due to its angle of
entry in being a “double
curve”.
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In the case as coming in tightly to the right, or also if from the left, where you might end up going
through the guard rail, like all curves normally when entering you should be slowing down.
But this is a also double curve like most in Le-Mans-Bugatti Circuit!
The only way to accelerate through this curve is to implement minor sliding using the ‘throttle-brake’
technique. In fact, the throttle brake technique was used in taking this curve about 4 times in about 4
seconds before being able to openly accelerate to near the next curve that is depicted below:

Here we are about to enter the second “Double Curve”. Notice how we approached from the right and
have the left curve line in sight. We are entering this turn at 90 mph. Some enter it faster and need to
slow down faster too -
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Here we are 2/3rds through this second curve and we have more of the curve to go before able to
accelerate out of it.

Notice that we are on the left side and not able to approach this part of the curve from the right in how
we entered in the above picture. We are hitting 70 mph at this point, but also throttle-braking
intermittently to adjust our direction as over driving this curve in the first place.
Now notice how we have lining up for the straight which is ahead. The left line is almost directly in front
of us as we follow this curve.

Note: we no longer need to throttle-brake at this point, but start accelerating as we are finally pulling
out of this curve.
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Below we have come out of our second “double turn” at 135 mph where before braking for the next
right double turn which does a complete 180 degrees in heading, we will hit about 150-160 mph in our
Vette.

Below, we have slowed down to about 87 mph. Notice how we are still on the opposite side of the
curve. In effect, this is two 90 degree turns, where in coming in from the far left we can reduce the first
90 degree angle at entry, significantly.

Assumed, that to over drive this 180 degree double turn, throttle-braking could be used. Further, if you
don’t slow down in time, you could instead land in a little village that is behind the wall ahead and to the
left of the stadium. But FSX cars, of course are very forgiving when we mess up .
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Below is both an internal and external view of having entered the first 90 degree turn, at 55 mph, where
assuming ‘throttle-braking’ in order to align ourselves with the next one that comes up on the right.

With this Vette, the wipers are in the way of seeing the right line, but in learning this circuit and the car
together, you will end up just looking through the wipers as if not there in order to see that right line.
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Notice below we slid out within the next second. We could slide out in just trying to slow down, but here
it is under the control of our throttle-braking which under acceleration allows us to align to diminish the
upcoming 90 degree turn.

In an additional half second, observe how we have lined up with the inner line. In review, when entering
the first 90 degree turn we were doing almost 90 mph. Between the two turns we had slowed down to
55 mph, and here below to 45 mph. But since we are lined up just right, we can now open up till
approaching the Le Mans over pass that is up ahead.

In effect, when braking to slow down before, we ended up also using our throttle-braking too.
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Nearing about 300 feet from the LeMans.org overpass, we need now to start braking. This GT does not
include speed brakes, as it’s only a GT. But all of its four wheels do have brakes!

In learning the circuits, visual cues will start to play an important role in alerting you as to the
maneuvers that you have practiced.
In learning your visual cues, you won’t over run the tight left Esses as easily which come up directly after
the over pass, and end up in the Paddocks.
So what are the visual cues here, and especially when going 249.3 feet per second, where your latitude
is only 300 feet?
In learning to drive your race car slowly at first, like in this still frame, you will be able to note many
visual cues, which come in handy in the last second of your response time window at higher speeds.
For example, on the left are the blue and white crash barriers where one turns in toward the Bugatti
Grand Stands – Exceed this point at 170 mph, and it is unlikely that you will be able to take the turn
unless you do have speed brakes. So in effect, the GT’s call for their own skill set in order to exploit
them to the most on the circuits as they do not come with speed brakes!
Btw – Le Mans does not have these grandstands, but for Le Mans 4 FSX, they simply had to be added !
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Immediately after the Lemans.org overpass, we stepped down from 170 mph to 60. We need to start
aligning for the upcoming S turn by migrating from the right to the left side of the track. Here we are
going to use the straighten a curve technique by drawing an imaginary straight line that we are going to
follow which starts when we get closer to the inside line.

In the depiction below, in aligning the left and right curve points, we are accelerating now to 70 mph.
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In nearing the inner right side of the curve, we are now approaching 80 mph.

And when exiting here, we start at 90 mph and go to full acceleration

There are more curves ahead, but we have covered their types elsewhere.
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